
The Common Cold

Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience mind-brain dualism theory is controversial because the world

categories philosophical basis of brain psychics quantification is perceived from negative cultural

mindset and so view of vocables needs correction and that is the metre of the book. How the Self

Controls Its Brain by Australian Nobel Peace laureate, Australian National University Professor of

Neuroscience, now the late Sir John Eccles, starts, ‘This controversial book’ but does anyone even

know Australia has Nobel Peace theory and even try and understand it? ‘This controversial book’ is

how an Australian Nobel Peace Scientist and Christian started his last book How the Self Controls Its

Brain. Fashion is currently anything more than culture and materialist reductionism such as religion

and dualist interactionism is too controversial. Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-

brain interactionism theory is translated into German, but to conform to the pattern of the world

psychological category of a wonderland of mature, immature reductionist correctness attitude does

not renew the mind unto Aufklärung. Consciousness Explained was written by American Dennett.

How the Self Controls Its Brain was written by Australian Nobel Peace laureate Sir John Eccles.

Eccles asked, ‘Has Dennett done it?’ People probably want people to do it. Government is a bit girlish

over lies not  the truth.  American Dennett  wrote Consciousness Explained psychology.  Australian

Nobel  Peace laureate Sir  John Eccles wrote The Physiological  Basis of  Mind and How the Self

Controls  the  Brain  philosophy  and  neuroscience  which  refuted  exhausted  areas  of  science,

metabolism and consciousness. Socialism is from a science and material world perspective better than

the capitalist Nobel Peace psychology world category one of material humanitarian aid because the

culture of socialism is ethically more inclusive of people, a community and work in all environment

moderation. Pope’s Eye is not thinly sliced Rump Steak. It is the meat surrounded by fat through the

pelvis hole on the Rump Bone on the other side of the Rump Primal, marbelised but sinewy; good

Minute/Crumbed Steak. There are only two Pope’s Eye Steaks in each cow, one on each hindquarter.

Pope’s Eye Steak, from Catholic Mitre, from Jewish Kippah, or Yarmulke, is the meat through the

pelvis hole on the rump bone on the other side of the rump primal, not necessarily marbelised but

surrounded by fat and sinewy. There are only two in each cow, one on each hindquarter.  Sepher.

Observing the law. Saphar. Counting the law. Hebrew. Judaism. English. Freemasonry. Abracadabra.

Materialism. Reductionism. Cryptology.  Secularism. Humanism. It’s  not  a  perfect  world.  Motive.

Meaning. Absolute.  Nominative Absolute.  Axiom. Enlightenment.  Aufklärung.  Jesus! Monk Saint

John of  the Cross preaffirmed Spiritual  phosphene vision of  God greater  than current  optometry

theory. Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila preaffirmed Spiritual locution hearing of God greater than current

Nobel  Peace  neuroscience  dualism mind-brain  interactionism vocable  sorts.  Catholic  Nun  Saint

Teresa of Ávila preaffirmed locutions greater than current Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-

brain  interactionism theory  trying  to  vocables-correct  modern  and  postmodern  mature  immature



language lingo manipulation, crypticism craft of language reductionism. Catholic Monk Saint John of

the Cross preaffirmed current optometry theory greater than Nobel Peace neuroscience with Greek

word phosphene. The Knights of Saint John wore black friar robes, which is symbolic for humility as

black looks smaller than white; less of me, more of you. Ambulance Services originated in Catholic

Spain from Spain Monk Saint John of the Cross black Knights of Saint John phosphene vision Light

of God events and Spain Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila locution hearing Word of God events as greater

than theories of optometry and neuroscience. Language is reductionistic and fabricative unto culture

corruption. The critical apparatus of our current language vernacular and uses has been transferred

and  applied  through  an  immature  looking  glass  of  courtly  love  secrecy  renouncing  our  mature

audience its courtesy tradition. Culture is of law which was 2010 decade’s technological regulation to

2020 decade’s jurisdictional codification for 2030 decade’s logistical boundarisation. Data technology

and technological systems keep governments accountable and pave way for equity and equality in

proprietary.  Sonnet  is  from the Renaissance.  150 Psalms is  English Canon.  William Shakespeare

wrote 150 Sonnets,  Sonnet  116 being his most  universally accepted.  John Donne wrote 16 Holy

Sonnets. The Holy Bible King James Version (KJV) was published in 1611. Its Rights are vested in

The  Crown.  English  Jewish  history  and  literary  is  expressed  in  progression  from Medieval  Era

Braggadocio  to  Renaissance  Era  Ballad  to  Modern  Early  Era  Avant-garde  wherefrom  The

Enlightenment lingo regressed in reductionism cryptology up until the late Modern Era to a stub in

Postmodern  Era.  Etymology of  words  esoteric  (philosophy and/or  religion)  and  immaterial  (law

and/or philosophy) defines differences and extremes of western worlds from England and the United

Kingdom  to  America  and  Australia;  one,  psychology  and  statistics,  the  other,  philosophy  and

neuroscience. George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four Big Brother gist is about the being watched fear

of conspiracy theory in the minds of the people from strict history now being so laissez faire in

supposed modern technological freedom of face and front of their own lax language use and abuse.

42 men suicide each week. 42 is the basis of maths in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. 42 is the

meaning to  life  in  The  Hitchhiker's  Guide to  the  Galaxy.  42 + 42 = 84:  Nineteen  Eighty-Four!

Cryptology.  Popular  Culture.  Australian  value  Peacefulness  is  mateship,  mate,  not  sheila.  The

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy trilogy by Douglas Adams is English science fiction. The meaning

to life for many is cheers to base public duality,  meaning in phone numbers and the psychology

category forty two. Avoid being served bad food and governmental paper bureaucracy. Christianity is

the largest religion in the world, a near 1/3 of world population. The West is more than half Christian.

Be strengthened within; impetus and fortitude, not strong, inciting man up front. Wise Up! It’s the

21st  Century.  Create  and  share  good  writing,  music  and  art.  America  is  the  largest  Christian

population per capita in the world with the best psychology theory which remains mere theoristic

grappling because America is very low in Global Peace Index (GPI) rankings and has statistically the

worst gun and incarceration problem in the world. Christian America does exist, that is exactly what



it does, just exist. Worldly America is the largest Christian population with the biggest gun problem

and the highest incarceration rate. Australia is insular, immature and a silly mouth-running and word-

shooting poor reflection. Australia is becoming more like America but America is becoming more

like  Australia.  America  is  low  in  Global  Peace  Index  (GPI)  rankings  of  Australian  statistical

measurement,  whereas  Australia  is  high in  GPI rankings  yet  slipping.  Americans  have  guns and

Australians have mouths. The Australian value for Peacefulness is mateship which is masculine, there

is no female equivalent. There is, however, Women’s Rights yet there is no Men’s Rights. It’s the

dumbing down process of reductionism. Spirit of Egalitarianism is mere goodwill and judgemental

inclusion.  Australian  Values  Life  in  Australia  states  Australians  and  People  in  Australia  uphold

Equality of men and women and Equality of opportunity and a spirit of egalitarianism, which means

some jobs men can do and some jobs women can do but most jobs men and women can do for same

pay. Data. Congress Library Copyright Office retains electronic data of public records from 1978.

Similarly years ago Australia put any person born from then and living with a disability back to work

for at least 8 hours a week. Use the technology and technological systems for health. Beyond Blue?

Six out of eight suicides are men. Saying men bottle things up is merely becoming informants of

death statistics. Consider Thai language for correct, cheerful expression of pun use. Many women

want a man with a six pack. Jesus had a six pack! Stature is not statute. The Old Testament is Avant-

garde. Intimidation has been misinterpreted and misconstrued by Christians as some sort of Right of

Passage  to  Right  of  Intimothydation  and  Intimothidation  which  is  Intimidation  Crime.  God  is

Powerful and Peaceful.  Love God. Experience Spiritual Events.  Racism. Intimidation. Crime. All

Modern terms. Jesus called Jewish leaders a brood of vipers. Jesus spat on somebody to heal them.

Intimidation is often misinterpreted and misconstrued by many Christians as Right of Intimothydation

and  Intimothidation  which  is  Intimidation  Crime.  The  problem with  the  Western  world  is  it  is

controlled  by  Masonic-Judeo  Culture,  supposed  freedom,  psychological  language  reductionism

regression marked by secrecy and gossiping immaturity in denial of Nobel Peace, Catholic-Germanic

neuroscience  dualism;  always  theory,  bad  stats.  Chandeliers  with  fans  was  the  past  exploit;

knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now we’ve got Air Con technology it’s more

about the rich and famous worrying about catching a cold; there’s only so many unique words in the

dictionary for a future world population. English language use has been reduced to such bastard title

business of counting, pictorgraphical representation and duality of mature, cryptology immaturity of

common  accusatory  and  destructive  sense  of  speech  entailing  uneducated  and  biased  lingo  and

opinions of bad statistics. An English writing Professor exclaimed start strong! Regarding Hebrew

and Neuroscience,  from the  first  sentence  on  Hebrew refuting  mathematics  to  the  first  page  on

Physiology refuting metabolism to the first  chapter on Philosophy refuting reductionism, it is the

Professor’s flaw! Western law is based on precedents like snakes and ladders; victims get paid off,

criminals are not punished; harassment, viral infections, public places now closed. Defamation carries



10 years maximum jail time, but the government does not enforce it, instead, the common cold. The

fourth use of Selah in Hebrew poetry Psalm 4:2 is in Hebrew in the tenth clause of Psalm 4 or the

tenth line or end of in English verse, which is to say the profile or header of Psalm 4 is omitted in or

otherwise a sub-title of the actual verse, originally being God inspired. A tithe is a tenth. In Genesis

Abraham tithed before it was made law by Moses. Genesis is Catechesis of history in the Hebrew oral

tradition of storytelling. They used their hands to tell stories and had ten fingers. A tithe is symbolic

of the least of a full measure, one of ten. The world doesn’t want people to succeed. It’s like identity

theft. Jealousy is rife. Uselessness is common. Good humanitarian aid and dogooding often appears

proud and self-righteous. Best psychology theory is from environments of worst statistics. Religion is

too  controversial.  Maslow’s  hierarchy  of  needs  categorises  food,  clothing  and  shelter  and

relationships as the most basic needs. Nobel Peace psychology and neuroscience and statistics reveal

while  humans  are  good  at  humanitarian  aid,  divorce  is  high  and  humane  aspects  of  good

communication is poor. Gambling is about betting some money in the hope to get more or money.

Language use can also be a form of gambling. Lingo has been reduced to immature, negative forms

of  counting  and  manipulative  pictographic  craft,  which  is  a  form  of  gambling,  lacking  good,

constructive motives.  The word justice is not in the New Testament,  King James Version (KJV).

Mercy is though. Mercy is in the Old Testament perhaps most commonly in context of justice and

judgement  with  the  term  mercy  seat,  which  is  probably  why  the  New  Testament  states  mercy

triumphs over judgement. The West is a more than half Christian faith majority. Western culture is

steeped in  Semitic  and secular  attitude.  Western society,  thought,  communication and behaviour,

reflects  literalism and immaturity more than  the spirit  of  its  virtue  and  ideals  of  its  history and

tradition. Limited personnel capacity really means most staff are scared to work and Australia acting

quickly is a cop out for not acting quick enough to fight recent, fatal bushfires because the efforts

worldwide on many fronts is relative to Australia being an insular,  developed country.  The New

Testament of Jesus Christ Book of Luke and Acts author details some Acts relevant to all Christians

from bridging  the  Gospels  more  than  food  being  simply  utilitarian  to  the  spirit  of  the  Epistles

believing Jesus is the Christ ending in Rome so two minute pause is a farce. Emergency leave was

Compassionate leave and Compassionate leave becoming Emergency leave is just another example of

the  government’s  secular  reductionism  relinquishing  recognition  of  census  faith  majorities  and

neither upholding Victims Rights Courtesy nor compassion but respect. The world has come to a

grinding halt. Coronavirus is only the flu. Many people have been dying from the flu every year.

Surprisingly, all of a sudden western governments have much money at their disposal and socialist

communities values and communist food limits are commonplace. The flu is easily transmitted from

close contact with someone who has the flu and often through public transport air conditioning and

easily spread through aeroplane travel and governments are now shutting down public transports.

Create air con filtering. Many people contract flu infections every year.  People already ill and/or



infected and/or elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into derivatives or strands of flu needing

newer trialed vaccines which are expensive and arrive long-overdue. Troppo! Regulate food. Food

pyramid. Many people contract flu infections every year. People already ill and/or infected and/or

elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into derivatives or strands of flus needing newer trialed

vaccines  that  are  expensive  and  arrive  long-overdue.  Troppo!  Regulate  food.  Food  pyramid.

Grammatically,  which without  a  preceding  comma is  historical  whereas  which  with  a  preceding

comma is psychological; for example, coronavirus is wreaking havoc which is unprecedented and

coronavirus  is  causing  death,  which  is  loss;  clause  or  pause  according  to  discipline  or  style.

Coronavirus came out this Northern Hemisphere Spring, who knows what will happen this Southern

Hemisphere Spring; Australia is prepared, but Australia teaches nothing of its own Germanic Nobel

Peace Neuroscience Philosophy Psychology published by Springer. The coronavirus is not the flu, but

it is treated like the flu, the common cold. Coronavirus is an infection from animals such as pangolins

in China and bats in  America and Europe.  Infection is  caught  by humans through handling and

consumption. Crack down on illegal animal trade. Coronavirus has brought the world to a grinding

halt; pangolin in China; bats in America and Europe. Recent discovery is all reptile teeth contain

venom. Reptiles are dirty. Come Spring reptiles come out from hibernation. Coronavirus. HACCP!

Proper  medical,  mortgage  and  finances.  Doctors  have  not  been  treating  people  properly  and

negatively gear property now gone bad. They are among the world’s highest paid workers yet write-

off deaths to colloquialisms, euphemisms, idioms like he/she had a bad heart and many people die

from wrongly prescribed medication.  The coronavirus  infection is  transmitted from handling and

eating replies. China’s pangolins is near extinction. Boris Johnson contracted the coronavirus like

Lord Goth. Bats sleep upside down and piss on themselves. Snakes eat bats, they wait in caves and

throw up and catch ‘em. Correctness is a Literary Term which is five in antiquity and twenty in

modernity; five wise virgins, five foolish virgins; Levirate marriage; do not let your left hand know

what your right hand is doing; Alice. Alcohol sales are up twenty percent to be correct, all over the

flu! Barbarism is speech or wording of improper language use to a normal standard. Barbarism of the

proliferation of English now being so stubbed, cryptic and reduced is of culture, metaphysics and

reductionism. 1 Corinthians 6:19, Ephesians 4:22 and 4:30, Philippians 3:2 and James 3. The Early

Modern  English  tradition  includes  Courtesy  Book  which  is  a  Current  Literary  Term in  Modern

English. Common courtesy is just not common these days. Police get out their Courtesy Book to take

note as a form of enforcing Rights then Justice becomes Communities and Justice. Police Force used

to  be  Police  Service.  Western  language  and  Culture  regressed  to  materialism,  reductionism,

secularism, humanism, Bastard Title Barbarism. Victims Rights are not upheld. Law enforcement is

plethoras of bureaucracy of mere lawyer referrals for only money payments. The West is Masonic-

Judeo Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism of Literary Terms Abracadabra

tech-Acrostic  Barbarism Bastard  Title  cryptology  of  counting  and  stuttering  with  pictographical



representation  of  accusatory  and  evasive  manipulation  and  duality.  The  West  is  Masonic-Judeo

Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism using Literary Terms Abracadabra,

Acrostic,  Barbarism  and  Bastard  Title  cryptology  of  counting,  stuttering  and  pictographical

representation  of  accusatory  and  evasive  manipulation  and  duality.  Masonic-Judeo  Culture  of

language literalism crypticism frequency corrupted word meaning definitions of the Western Court of

Law Holy Bible New Testament of Jesus Christ; The Great Synagogue, Castlereagh Street, Sydney, a

gold Menorah; The Masonic Club, a gold 171 street address. While many are in lockdown over the

longstanding coronavirus threat treated like the flu or the common cold in the Northern Hemisphere

and Australia prepares for its Spring hay fever season, 15,330 men suicide each year like Mason

Cryptology of their 1 5 pointed star 33rd degree. The Police are wordsmiths. Cryptology is Defence

Linguistics.  Signals  Operator  Linguist  Acronym  was  SIGSOP  but  is  now  SIGSTOP.  Sexual

Transmitted Disease Acronym STD is now Sexual Transmitted Infection STI. English Bastard Title

Barbarism Cryptology Reductionism causes suffering. Victims Rights is often not upheld in Australia

as  its  form appears  to  be only Courtesy and Community facades  of  conversational  niceness  not

providing helpful support other than lawyer referrals and money payments as restitution to assist

Victims in their recovery. 2 Timothy 3:5. The Early Modern English tradition includes Courtesy Book

which is a Current Literary Term in Modern English. Common courtesy is just not common these

days. Police get out their Courtesy Book to take note as a form of enforcing Rights then Justice

becomes Communities and Justice. Courtesy Book is a Literary Term but common courtesy is just not

common these days so the Police enforce courtesy to uphold Victims Rights Courtesy, compassion,

cultural sensitivity and respect and the Justice Department is now called Communities and Justice to

enforce  Community.  God  Triune  is  the  Father  from  whom  proceeds  Jesus,  the  Word  of  God,

Spiritually One with the Father and King of Heaven, powerful in His Holy Spirit, Jesus being God

from God (Nicene Creed). Literary Terms Absolute Courtesy Book Credo tradition. Philippians 2:1-

13 and  Hebrews  1:3.  Ambivalence,  Audience,  Classical,  Content,  Context  and  Culture  are  Latin

Literary Terms. Anticlimax, Axiom, Character, Chorus, Climax and Crisis are Greek Literary Terms.

The New Testament of Jesus Christ is appended to the Old Testament as comparison for Classical

World shared and expressed common knowledge and writing style of justification and newness of life

eternal justice in proprietary which is validated and supported by Pontifical science. The invisible

enemy is metaphysics which science will regulate. Beyond metaphysics is phosphenes and locutions

and the power and peace of God, higher than psychology, philosophy, neuroscience and optometry.

Culture,  Latin.  Crisis,  Greek.  Ancient  Seasons and Classical  Sexagesimal.  Industrial  Revolutions.

Great Depression. World Wars. Automation Industries. Mad Cow Disease. Chicken. The Flu. The

Common  Cold.  Reptiles.  Food.  Uranium.  Money.  Atmosphere.  Troposphere.  Tropopause.

Stratosphere. Nuclear Waste. Infection Control. The End. Revelation 8:9 and 18:17.


